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A novel imaging x-ray microscope based on a spherical crystal
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A novel, compact, large field, and spectrally tunable imaging x-ray microscope is presented. It is
based on the use of an isotropic point x-ray source and a spherically curved crystal. The x-ray beam
intensity is modulated by the object attenuation, then monochromatized and enlarged using a
spherical crystal and, finally, imaged using a detector downstream from the crystal. We demonstrate
by ray tracing simulations that this system allows microscopy studies with high spatial resolution,
high magnification ratios, and large field of view. Microscopes using this model can be easily built
using different x-ray sources, like conventional x-ray tube generators, x rays emitted by
laser-generated plasmas or x-pinch plasmas, and also synchrotron radiation when used in
combination with other condenser optics. Preliminary experiments are presented to demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed setup. High resolution~;4 mm! monochromatic (dl/l;1025– 1023)
images over a large field of view~few mm2! were recorded in the spectral range 8–14 Å using a
laser-generated plasma source and a spherical mica crystal. Compared to x-ray crystal imagers used
in relation with plasma sources, the new configuration produces high quality stigmatic images
working at many different Bragg angles, thus improving the spectral tunability and allowing a more
flexible design. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1379599#
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I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray microscopy produces high resolution images
objects that are opaque to other probing techniques, like
tical or electronic microscopy. The domain of x-ray micro
copy has seen an extraordinary development in the last
cades because of three main factors:~i! availability of new
sources,~ii ! revolutionary developments in x-ray optics, an
~iii ! improvements in charge coupled device~CCD! cameras
and use of new detector techniques. Different x-ray sour
are used for x-ray microscopy:~i! x-ray tubes and other elec
tron or ion impact sources,~ii ! laser generated plasmas
x-pinch plasmas, and~iii ! synchrotron radiation sources
Synchrotron sources are the preferred x-ray sources in te
of brightness, and presently almost every facility has one
several types of x-ray microscopy beamlines.1 However, they
require large installation and in many cases present diffi
access. X-ray tubes have the advantage of being accessi
many small laboratories. A variation of the x-ray tube use
for microscopy applications can be obtained from a sim
modification of an electron microscope.2 Another way to cre-
ate x rays is the use of a laser-produced plasma, generate
the interaction of intense pulsed~femtosecond, picosecond
or nanosecond! lasers with a solid target, or anx-pinch
plasma. In such cases, the pulsed x rays are emitted is
pically from the interaction zone of dimension 5–100mm.

a!Electronic mail: srio@esrf.fr
3290034-6748/2001/72(8)/3291/13/$18.00
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Recent developments in laser technology allow comp
powerful lasers designed to produce table-top x-ray sou
for customized applications.

X-ray optics have presented an unprecedented deve
ment in recent years allowing submicron x-ray microprob
Reflecting ~Kirkpatrick–Baez configuration of mirrors o
multilayers!, refracting ~compound refracting lenses!, and
diffracting ~Fresnel zone plates, Bragg–Fresnel, and per
crystals! systems are presently in use. Reviews on instrum
tation for x-ray microscopy with photon energy below a
above 1 keV are available~Refs. 3 and 4, respectively!. Con-
cerning detectors, one can now record in a very short t
x-ray images with high resolution and high dynamical ran
thanks to improvements in CCD technology. Sophistica
three-dimensional tomographic or holographic object rec
struction is also possible. The detection of phase contras~in
addition to the standard absorption contrast! has opened new
directions in x-ray microscopy. The detection of emitt
fluorescence, secondary electrons, or energy-sensitive
sorption has driven the creation of a new field complem
tary to conventional x-ray imaging microscopy: spectrom
croscopy.

Two main approaches are used for x-ray microscopy
scan the object~sample! illuminated by an x-ray microprobe
for obtaining images of the transmitted photons or fluor
cence or secondary electrons~scanning microscopy!; and to
magnify the x-ray image itself by an optical system~imaging
microscopy!. The simplest way to create an imaging micr
1 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Comparison between the monochromatic ba
lighting scheme~top! and the novel x-ray crystal imag
ing microscope~XCIM ! ~bottom!. The first one works
at normal incidence and the positions of the object a
image are determined by the lens equation 1/a11/b
52/(R sinu). The second one works for any Brag
angle (u,45 is preferred, see the text! and the image
plane is obtained at a distanced given by Eq.~5!.
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scope is to record the projected image of the object w
illuminated by a point isotropic source~projection
microscopy!.5 Here, the object is placed between the sou
and the detector~e.g., an x-ray film!. The magnification is
given by the ratio of source–film to source–object distan
The transversal spatial resolution is limited by the size of
source and diffraction effects. Although this idea was re
ized in the 1930s, only in the 1950s was it successfully
plied when x-ray tubes with well-focused electron bea
~0.1 mm! were available.6

In this article we propose an x-ray crystal imaging m
croscope~XCIM !. On one hand, it can be seen as a variat
of the projection microscope, consisting of inserting a sph
cal crystal between the object and the film. Among the
vantages of the XCIM with respect to the projection micr
scope, which is basically a microscope without optics,
can mention:~i! the monochromatization of the radiation b
the crystal, improving the quality of the image,~ii ! the flex-
ibility of designing an instrument considering the fact th
there are more parameters than simply the distances r
and~iii ! the resolution depends on the source dimension,
is not limited by it~resolution is improved with respect to th
projection microscope with the same magnification!. On the
other hand, it can be considered as an improvement of
aging crystal spectrometers in use for plasma diagnostics
applications. The surface of dense laser-produced plasm
hot enough to produce significant quantities of x rays to
used to characterize the plasma for illuminating other obje
to be imaged. In many cases, the objects are cold and d
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targets. Large magnified x-ray images have been obta
using spherically curved crystals in normal incidence,7 or
toroidally8 curved crystals to relax the backscattering con
tion. The XCIM has many advantages compared with ex
ing configurations. The spherical crystal is simpler to man
facture, easier to align, and can be used in a multitude
distance configurations and Bragg angles as compared
toroidal crystal. The XCIM produces high resolution qua
undistorted images for any Bragg angle, thus allowing
higher spectral tunability and higher field of view than co
ventional backscattering schemes.

The proposed microscope uses a point-like isotro
source, thus it is in principle targeted for applications us
x-ray sources like x-ray tubes or point plasma x-ray sourc
However, it can also be used for synchrotron radiation ap
cations when combined with other condensing optics.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MICROSCOPE SETUP

The microscope system can be considered as a mo
cation of the x-ray backlighting system,7 which has been
demonstrated as a successful tool in imaging laser-gener
plasmas. In the traditional x-ray backlighting scheme@see
Fig. 1~a!# a spherically curved crystal~with curvature radius
R! is placed on the Rowland circle of radiusR/2. The x-ray
source~backlighter! is on the Rowland circle and is image
on another point of the Rowland circle. Placing a detec
~i.e., an x-ray film or CCD camera! downstream from the
focal image of the source, it is possible to obtain an enlar
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image of the source, with different magnifications depend
on the distance from the focal point to the detector. If t
backlighter dimensions are small~quasi-point source! and an
object is placed at a distancea upstream from the crystal
then a transmission image~radiography! of the object will be
observed in the detector plane at a distanceb downstream
from the crystal. The distancesa andb are related withR and
the Bragg angleu by the lens equation

1

a
1

1

b
5

2

R sinu
. ~1!

The magnification of this system~in both the tangential and
sagittal planes! is

M5
b2p

p2a
. ~2!

The magnification can be increased by either approach
the object to the source~i.e., p2a tends to zero! or by mov-
ing away the detector~increasingb!. It is important to note
that the object can be positioned at any place between
source and the crystal, and, more importantly, the position
the detector is also free@the magnification is given by Eq
~1!#. This imaging transmission microscope only works fo
limited interval of Bragg angles9 ~80°–90°!, otherwise the
aberrations~astigmatism! strongly deteriorate the image. I
addition, the spectral tunability of the system is reduced
cause it is only possible to work at Bragg angles close to 9
i.e., wavelengths close to multipliers of 2D, beingD the d
spacing of the crystal.

One of the most important features of the propos
XCIM system@Fig. 1~b!# is the relaxation of the normal in
cidence condition. It can also work out of the Rowland co
figuration. Moreover, the detector cannot be placed at
place downstream from the focal point, as for the traditio
backlighting scheme, but must be positioned at a fixed
tanced from the tangential focus~see below!. When consid-
ering a curved mirror or crystal with a radius of curvatureR
set to receive x rays from the source~placed at distancep
from the center of the crystal! with a grazing~Bragg! angle
u, two focal images at distancesq andq8 from the crystal are
formed. They correspond to the tangential and sagittal fo
respectively. The focal positionq in the tangential plane is
obtained from

1/p11/q52/~R sinu! ~3!

and the focal distanceq8 in the sagittal plane is given by

1/p11/q852 sinu/R. ~4!

Formulas~3! and~4! are the extension for grazing incidenc
of ordinary geometric optics principles for mirrors~see, for
example, Ref. 10!. In the particular case of normal incidenc
(u590°) both focii are coincident (q5q8). Another impor-
tant particular case that satisfies Eq.~3! is when the source
the crystal, and the tangential focal point lie on a circle
radiusR/2, the so-called Rowland circle. The Rowland circ
configuration optimizes, at the same time, the energy ba
width of the diffracted beam and the focalization. In o
case, using symmetric Bragg crystals, this condition is sa
fied if p5q5R sinu.
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Let us now analyze the behavior of this system as
x-ray microscope: consider a small object in the path of
rays at a distancea upsteam from the pole of the crystal an
calculate the position where the ‘‘best’’ image is found. W
can define the best image as the one with presents the s
magnification in both the sagittal and tangential plan
Therefore the image is as ‘‘undistorted’’ as possible and p
sents the same aspect ratio as the imaged object. It ca
easily shown that this image is found when the detecto
positioned at a distanced downstream from the tangentia
focus:

d5
q8q2q2

q81q
. ~5!

Let us denote withV i the incident divergence.V r andV r
sag

are the reflected divergences in the tangential and sag
planes, respectively. The focusing condition guarantees
pV i5qV r5q8V r

sag. The magnification in the tangentia
plane at the ‘‘best image’’ position can be calculated as

M5
V r

V i

d

~p2a!
5

p

q

d

~p2a!
. ~6!

With the help of Eq.~3! we obtain

M5
d~2p2R sinu!

Rpsinu~12a/p!
. ~7!

If we let a/p be a varying parameter, and using Eqs.~3!, ~4!,
and~5!, we can expressM as a function of onlyp, R, and the
Bragg angle:

M5
p~12sin2 u!

p~11sin2 u!2R sinu

1

12a/p
. ~8!

The magnification in theMs in the sagittal plane is

Ms5
V r

sag

V i

q82~q1d!

p2a
5

12~q1d!/q8

12a/p
. ~9!

Equations~6! and~9! are the general expression for the ma
nification in the tangential and sagittal directions, resp
tively. The position of the detector@i.e., best image given by
Eq. ~5!# does not depend on the position of the objecta.
However, contrary to what happens in the traditional ba
lighting scheme, where the detector can be positioned a
where, the detector position depends now on the focal
tances q and q8. Therefore images with differen
magnifications can be obtained by simply moving the obj
@i.e., changinga in Eq. ~8!# while keeping fixed the crysta
and detector.

Particular case: the source is located on the Rowla
circle. In the particular case that the source, crystal, and t
gential focus are placed on the Rowland circle we have

p5q5R sinu, ~10!

therefore the magnifications takes the form

M5cotg2 u•
1

12a/p
, ~11!

M as a function ofa/p only depends on the Bragg angle. F
a given Bragg angle,M ranges from cotg2 u to infinity de-
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pending on the relative distance source–object. On the o
hand, if we fixa/p, thenM can be made as large as want
by decreasing the Bragg angle. This equation shows s
fundamental aspects of the proposed setup:~i! one can ob-
tain, in principle, a magnification as high as wanted,~ii ! for
increasing magnification one can choose between goin
more grazing Bragg angles or approaching the object to
source~or a combination of both!, and ~iii ! Bragg angles
more ~less! grazing than 45° will lead to a larger~smaller!
magnification M.1 (M,1). Obviously, whenM is in-
creased~by selecting grazing Bragg angles or approachina
to p!, some experimental limitations arise: for a given crys
size, the accepted divergenceV i is smaller whenM is in-
creased; and the field of view~or object dimension! must be
smaller for a given divergenceV i when one approachesa to
p. Figure 2 shows a plot ofM versusa/p for several Bragg
angles. From Fig. 2, and considering previous experime
works,11 we have selected the parameters of an initial c
figuration that will be the ‘‘basic configuration’’ for our ra
tracing studies. We selectedR515 cm and a Bragg angle o
20°. Source and crystal are mounted in a Rowland cir
configuration with p5q55.13 cm and q1d543.86 cm.
Whena53.5 cm, the magnification is about 24. The crys
size is about 15350 mm2. The x-ray source considered he
emits isotropic radiation. We will study the effect of th
source dimensions ranging from zero~point source! to sev-
eral tens of microns~a typical laser generated plasma h
source size of not less than 20mm!.

III. RAY TRACING CALCULATIONS

The performance of a system consisting of an x-
source and a curved crystal is analyzed using ray-trac
simulations. The x-ray source was represented by eith
point source or a three-dimensional cylindrical source. In
latter case, the rays are created inside a cylinder~of several
diameter and length values! whose axis is directed along th
optical axis~the line between the source center and the cr
tal center!. It is assumed that the source emits isotropically
all directions. In the simulations, for efficiency reasons,
rays are emitted into a reduced solid angle~defined by the

FIG. 2. Magnification vsa/p ~ratio between crystal–object and crysta
source distances! for different Bragg angles.
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semiaperture of the emission cone, usually between 0.1
0.01 rad! which illuminates a limited area of the crystal up
the dimensions corresponding to the physical size of
available crystals~about 15350 mm2). The crystal is placed
at a distancep from the source, and is orientated to the r
quired Bragg angle relative to the incoming beam. The cr
tal is considered as a ‘‘mirror-like’’ system, which means th
each ray is reflected at the crystal surface following the la
of specular reflection~incident ray, surface’s normal and re
flected ray must lie on the same plane; and reflected a
equals the incident angle!. The validity of this approximation
has been discussed elsewhere.12 In a real crystal, the diffrac-
tion process takes place in a crystal volume determined
the primary extinction depth. Although this length is sm
for perfect crystals, it may degrade the spatial resolution
an imaging system like the one considered here. This ef
limits the resolution of the microscope and is also studied
ray tracing. For that reason, mosaic crystals where the p
etration of the beam inside the crystal is much larger~defined
by the secondary extinction length! are less suitable for this
type of microscope. Therefore, the perfection of the crysta
an important parameter to consider when designing a cry
microscope because it determines the best available res
tion.

Ray tracing calculations were performed using t
SHADOW package.13 Typical runs use 5000 rays. Sever
simulations have been performed to study the role of
different system parameters in the quality of the image. T
goal was to obtain high magnification rates (M.10) with
spatial resolution of the order of microns, when using x-r
sources with dimensions of several microns and spheric
bent crystals with radii in the interval 8–20 cm. We sho
how the quality of the image~uniformity of magnification
and spatial resolution! is influenced by experimental param
eters like geometrical errors of the crystal figures~uniformity
of the curvature radius!, crystal size or entrance pupil, sourc
depth and size, and grazing Bragg angle. The results of
study can then be used to design a suitable XCIM to ma
the user requirements.

IV. RAY TRACING RESULTS

A. Results for the basic configuration

Several ray tracing experiments have been performe
confirm the validity of formulas~5!–~11!. A source that emits
‘‘rays’’ randomly distributed in a cone of semiaperture eith
0.01 or 0.1 rad has been used. It emits isotropic radiation
has dimensions of either zero~point source! or
20 mm. The crystal parameters areR515 cm andu520°.
The source and crystal are located on the Rowland ci
with p5q55.13 cm. The best image position is found atq
1d543.86 cm (d538.72 cm). Whena53.5 cm, the magni-
fication isM523.76.

In Fig. 3 we can see the calculated image produced by
absorbing mesh grid of 120mm period and 14mm thickness
imaged at the object position and at the detector posit
Two images are presented: the mesh grid~object! plane and
the detector~image! plane. A first run has been done using
beam divergence of 0.01 rad. A 20mm diameter source with
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a height of 1 mm has been used. The image at the dete
plane@Fig. 3~b!# shows some important facts:~i! the 14mm
thick wires are perfectly visible~demonstrating high spatia
resolution, better than the source size!, ~ii ! the image pre-
sents the same aspect ratio in tangential~diffraction! and
sagittal planes, and~iii ! the spatial resolution is better in th
tangential plane~horizontal direction in the figure! than in
the sagittal one~vertical in the figure!. The latter effect is
explained in the Appendix. We want to emphasize that th
results are obtained for a Bragg angle (u520°) far from
backscattering, and are confirmed by experimental tests~see
below!.

In the traditional backlighting scheme, for a given cry
tal setup~i.e., fixing p, R, andu! there is an infinity of pairs
of values~a,b! that gives the same magnificationM. It is well
known that this scheme works well for imaging applicatio
in normal incidence. In the case of non-normal inciden
there is, however, only one pair of values~a,b! that produces
an image with the same aspect ratio as the object, and th
the one that corresponds to the XCIM case. In other wo
the XCIM setup is the same as the traditional backlight
scheme, but the degeneration in the solution for~a,b! is bro-
ken to fulfill the condition of identical aspect ratio for th
image and object. A secondSHADOW run has been done us
ing a point source of divergence 0.1 rad. In this case, the
of the illuminated object~field of view! is 3 mm, and the
footprint on the crystal~tangential direction! is 15 mm. The
result @Fig. 3~d!# still shows a high resolution image, bu
with an appreciable distortion in regions far from the cen

FIG. 3. Ray tracing results for the basic configuration:R515 cm; source
located on the Rowland circle:p5q55.13 cm; q1d543.86 cm;
a53.5 cm, andM524. The grid period and thickness are 120 and 14mm,
respectively.~a! and~c! represent the grid~object plane!, whereas~b! and~d!
show the image of the grid in the image plane. Note that the scale of
images~right graphs! is different from the object’s one~left!, showing a
magnification of aboutM524. The top figures@~a! and ~b!# are calculated
using a cylindrical source of 20mm diameter and 1 mm height, which emi
randomly in a cone of semiaperture 0.01 rad. Bottom: The bottom fig
@~c! and~d!# are calculated using a source with no dimensions~point source!
with a divergence~semiaperture! of 0.1 rad.
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B. Change in magnification due to object thickness
or object displacement

In a real experiment, the object to be imaged is no
plane but a volume, thus it has a given thickness in the be
direction. In consequence, if we consider the object to
composed by a collection of thin slices in the beam directi
each slice will be positioned in a different object plane~i.e.,
different a value! and then each slice will be affected by
different magnificationM. This implies an aberrated imag
due to the fact that parts of the object closer to the source
more magnified than the parts further from the source.
equivalent effect is obtained when displacing a plane ob
in the direction parallel to the beam.

Let us study howM changes with respect to its mea
value as a function of a small change of the parametea.
Calling Da the thickness and/or the error on the object p
sition, we can calculate its effect on magnification and th
check it with ray tracing. Whenu and p are kept fixed, the
change in magnification due toDa is

DM5S ]M

]a D
p,u

Da, ~12!

therefore

~DM /M !p,u5Da/~p2a!. ~13!

If we think in different experimental configurations define
by pairs (R,u) which give the sameM, then the most critical
configurations are those for which (p2a) is small. For a
given R, (DM /M )p,u is larger at high Bragg angles becau
in this case one has to puta/p→1 in order to obtain the
wanted magnificationM. (DM /M )p,u also increases when
decreasingR if both u anda/p are fixed. Table I shows the
results of both ray tracing and analytical calculatio
for three pairs~R, u! which give approximately the sam
magnification (M;24). A value of Da51 mm has been
considered. When bothu and a/p are fixed, then
(DM /M )p,u}Da/R; when, instead, we increaseu, we have
to makea/p closer to 1 in order to get the sameM, and then
the relative change in magnification increases. From th
results we can conclude that the XCIM is not very sensit
to the object thickness or displacements, thus making it s
able for imaging three-dimensional objects.

C. Change in magnification due to uncertainty on the
radius of curvature or Bragg angle

WhenR and/oru change the variations ofM have to be
calculated after considering the following:~i! we are no
longer in the Rowland circle, so the general expression foM
has to be considered;~ii ! such a expression is not the sam
for the tangential and sagittal directions;~iii ! the image
we look at is no longer the best image; our image is loca
at a distanced from the tangential focus that is given b
d5d01Dd with d0 the distance for the unperturbed syste
given by Eq. ~5!, and Dd52Dq5q02q, the difference
between the distances to the tangential focus for
unperturbed and perturbed systems; and~iv! the factor
1/(12a/p) remains unchanged.

e
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TABLE I. Change in magnification due to object thickness or position errorDa. The magnification values are calculated exactly, and relative variations oM
calculated by Eq.~13! are compared with values obtained by ray tracing.

Relative variation ofM

Magnification Ray tracing

Theta ~deg! Radius ~cm! p ~cm! a ~cm! Da ~cm! Sagittal Tangential Sagittal Tangential Calculated

20 15 5.13 3.5 0 23.7 23.7
5.13 3.4 20.1 22.4 22.2 25.4% 26.3% 26.0%
5.13 3.6 0.1 25.3 25.4 6.6% 6.9% 6.3%

20 25 8.55 5.85 0 24.0 24.0
8.55 5.75 20.1 23.3 23.1 23.0% 23.6% 23.6%
8.55 5.95 0.1 24.9 24.7 3.6% 3.0% 3.8%

45 25 17.68 16.94 0 24.0 24.0
17.68 16.84 20.1 20.4 20.6 214.9% 214.3% 212.7%
17.68 17.04 0.1 27.9 27.9 16.1% 16.1% 14.5%
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Equations~6! and ~9! give the magnification in the tan
gential and sagittal directions, respectively. WhenR and/oru
change we have

~DM /M !a,p
sag5

Dq8

q8 S d01q0

q082q02d0
D , ~14!

~DM /M !a,p
tan52

Dq

q S d01q0

d02DqD ~15!

for the sagittal and tangential planes, respectively. For
basic configuration,q0 , q08!d0 , then

~DM /M !a,p
sag52~Dq8/q8!a,p , ~16!

~DM /M !a,p
tan52~Dq/q!a,p . ~17!

From Eqs.~16! and ~17! one obtains the change inM in the
sagittal and tangential planes, respectively, related to
change inR:

~DM /M !a,p,u
sag 5~DR/R!/@12R/~2p0 sinu!#, ~18!

~DM /M !a,p,u
tan 52~DR/R!/@12~R/2p0!sinu#. ~19!

In a similar way, the change of magnification with respect
variations in the Bragg angle is
e

e

o

~DM /M !a,p,R
sag 5

cotu

12R/~2p0 sinu!
Du, ~20!

~DM /M !a,p,R
tan 52

cotu

12~R/2p0!sinu
Du. ~21!

Comparisons between calculated values using these form
with ray tracing results are shown in Table II. These resu
verify the stability of the XCIM versus small errors in cryst
curvature and Bragg angle.

D. Distortion of the image

We have seen that a distortion of the image appe
when the accepted source divergence is large. From Fig.~a!
one can see that the image using a 0.01 rad divergent so
is mainly undistorted, whereas for a source ten times m
divergent@Fig. 3~b!# the image is slightly distorted, but con
serving a good spatial resolution. This means that magn
cation at the image edges is different than the one at
center of the image. In order to study this effect, we ha
created a point source with divergence in a grid scale from
to 0.1 rad. The source projection at the object plane for
basic configuration is in Fig. 4~top left!. The magnified im-
age is also in Fig. 4~top right!. A deformation in the tangen
the

l

l

TABLE II. Change in magnification due to errors in radius of curvature~a! and Bragg angle~b!. The magnification values are calculated exactly, and
relative variations ofM calculated by Eqs.~18! and ~19! in ~a! and by Eqs.~20! and ~21! in ~b! are compared with values obtained by ray tracing.

~a! Relative variation ofM

Theta~deg! Radius~cm! p05q0 ~cm! DR ~cm!

Magnification Ray tracing Calculated

Sagittal Tangential Sagittal Tangential Sagittal Tangentia

20 15 5.13 0 23.7 23.7
5.13 0.5 24.0 22.1 1.0% 26.9% 1.0% 26.7%
5.13 20.5 23.6 25.7 20.6% 8.4% 21.1% 6.7%

~b! Relative variation ofM

Magnification Ray tracing Calculated

Theta~deg! Radius~cm! p05q0 ~cm! Du ~cm! Sagittal Tangential Sagittal Tangential Sagittal Tangentia

20 15 5.13 0 23.7 23.7
5.13 0.1 23.7 23.4 0.0% 21.5% 20.15% 20.96%
5.13 20.1 23.7 23.9 0.0% 0.9% 0.15% 0.96%
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tial plane~horizontal in the graph! is clearly seen when the
source divergence is increased. Giving a point in the im
~a given ray!, we can calculate the ‘‘local’’ magnification fo
that point by calculating the ratio between the distance to
center of the image plane in such an image over the s
magnitude in the object plane. That means

Mi5
AXi

21Yi
2

Axi
21yi

2
, ~22!

where (Xi ,Yi) are the coordinates of thei th ray in the image
plane, and (xi ,yi) are the coordinates in the object plan
The plot of magnification as a function of the polar ang
~Fig. 4, bottom! clearly shows the error in magnification fo
the different circles corresponding to different source div
gences. This error is maximized at the angles6p/2 ~see Fig.
4, bottom! corresponding to the points more distant from t
optical axis in the tangential direction. Clearly, this distorti
effect should disappear if the rays reflected by the cry
surface would satisfy the Abbe´ sine condition.14 This law
must be verified~at least approximately! by any optical sys-

FIG. 4. Top: Grid source imaged in the object plane~left! and in the image
plane~right!. Units are in cm. Bottom: The magnification for the differe
points in the top figure as a function of the polar angle. The origin a
positive direction of the polar angle are indicated with a vertical line and
arrow, respectively, in the top-left figure.
e

e
e

.

-

al

tem to form an undistorted image. In grazing incident s
tems, the magnification for rays coming from a point sou
that arrive at different positions on the reflecting surface
in general, different. It can be easily demonstrated that
sine condition cannot be satisfied if only a single reflect
surface is used. One could think that distortion can be
duced by a small rotation of the detector plane aroun
vertical axis. Some simulations were done to verify this h
pothesis without success: in the best case it is someti
possible to improve an edge of the image but additional d
tortions appear in the rest of the image. Other simulatio
were done using an ellipsoidal crystal. The resulting dist
tions have similar magnitude than those produced by sph
cal crystals. In conclusion, an ellipsoidal crystal, whi
eliminates the spherical aberrations in the point-to-point
cusing, does not improve the quality of the image becaus
does not fulfill the Abbe´ sine condition.

E. Depth of focus

The depth of focus, or more precisely, the allowed d
tector displacement~errors ind! without significant change
in magnification, is very large for the XCIM. Some calcul
tions demonstrate that one can safely move the positiond
by several mm without significant distortion of the imag
The relation between the magnification and the distanced is
linear @Eqs.~16! and ~17!#. Therefore the relative change i
magnification due to a displacementDd of the image is
given by

~DM /M !a,p,R,u
sag 52Dd/~q82q2d!, ~23!

~DM /M !a,p,R,u
tan 5Dd/d. ~24!

The results of the ray tracing compared with those calcula
using these formulas are in Table III. This small sensitiv
of the magnification to even large changes in detector p
tion is important for practical applications.

F. Spatial resolution versus source dimension

It is essential to have an idea of the achievable resolu
when a real source~i.e., an extended source! is used. It is
possible to evaluate visually the resulting images of the
tracing~e.g., Fig. 3! and then assess the spatial resolution.
an example, from Fig. 3 we can say that there is a very g
resolution in the tangential plane, a worse resolution in
sagittal one, and in both cases the resolution is better tha
mm, because the grid wires of this dimension are well
solved. Simple geometrical arguments~see the Appendix!

d
n

l

TABLE III. Influence of the errors in detector position on the magnification. The magnification values are calculated exactly, and the relative variations ofM
calculated by Eqs.~23! and ~24! are compared with values obtained by ray tracing.

Relative variation ofM

Magnification Ray tracing Calculated

Theta~deg! Radius~cm! p5q ~cm! q8 ~cm! Dd ~cm! Sagittal Tangential Sagittal Tangential Sagittal Tangentia

20 15 5.13 26.7 0 23.7 23.7
0.5 23.9 24.1 0.9% 1.8% 1.0% 1.3%

20.5 23.4 23.4 21.2% 21.5% 21.0% 21.3%
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show that the spatial resolution of the XCIM is, in gener
better than the projection microscope with the same ma
fication. Moreover, the XCIM resolution is better in the ta
gential ~diffraction! plane than in the sagittal one.

It is convenient to define a method to obtain quantitat
value of the spatial resolution from the image scattered pl
For that, histograms of the ray distribution on the ‘‘best im
age’’ plane are computed in both tangential and sagittal
rections. The image of an edge in the object produces s
slope in the histogram. From that slope it is possible
determine a value of the spatial resolution. We have fit
the histogram edges to an error functio
er f(x)5a*2`

x e2@(x2x0)/s#2
in order to determine this value

The s value resulting from the fit gives the resolution val
r 52s/M , with M the magnification. This resolution valu
means that for a grid of featuref and period 2f , then if
f 5r the grid is completely resolved in the image plane~if
f 50.5r the grid is not resolved at all; and iff 50.75r the
grid is semiresolved!. An example to illustrate this fact is
reported in Fig. 5. For obtaining good quality histogram
~acceptable noise with a small bin step! 50 000 rays were
used inSHADOW runs. In Table IV the results of this proce
dure for different source size are reported. Calculations w
done by adjusting the grid feature in order to obtain a his
gram with intensity zero in the obscured part. It is possible
clearly resolve features of less than 10mm in the object
using a magnification ofM524 and with a source diamete
up to about of 20mm. The source depth can be as large a
to 2 mm.

The results reported in Table IV show that similar valu
of resolution as obtained forR515 cm can also be obtaine
for R58 and 25 cm (u520° in both cases!. The resolution
of the images using a point source is always zero. When
source is not a point, we obtained similar values of the re
lution for different R values atu520°. The resolution is
worse at a Bragg angle of 40° than of 20° when an exten
source is used. This effect is due to the fact that when

FIG. 5. From bottom to top:~1! resolution histogram at the image plan
using a 20mm source when imaging a grid off 530mm feature and 80mm
periodicity. The overplotted thick line is the error function fit of the ed
from where the resolution value ofr 517mm is obtained.~2! image with the
same source produced by a grid with featuref 5r and period 2f . ~3! Same
as ~2! but for f 50.75r . ~3! Same as~2! but for f 50.5r .
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Bragg angle is increased the object has to be closer to
source in order to obtain the same magnification. Thus
effect of the size of the source is more significant for le
grazing Bragg angles. However, for all considered cas
spatial resolution values smaller than the size of the sou
are obtained.

G. Effect of the crystal extinction length in the spatial
resolution

In a real crystal, the diffraction effect takes place in
finite volume inside the crystal, and not on the crystal s
face. This creates aberrations in the wave front after diffr
tion by the crystal. Therefore a degradation of the in spa
resolution of the XCIM is expected. The beam penetra
into the crystal to a depth that depends on the extinct
length, which is given by the dynamical theory of diffractio
When the crystal is perfect, only the primary extinction
responsible for the penetration. Primary extinction length
of the order of a few microns~e.g., 18 and 15mm for Si
~111! and ~220! at 8 keV, respectively, and 32, 28, and 3
mm for mica ~004!, ~006!, and~008!, respectively, also at 8
keV!. The penetration depth is increased when the cry
imperfection are larger. For mosaic crystals~ideal imperfect
crystals! the effect of the secondary extinction increases
penetration length up to few mm. The penetration effect
termines the limiting resolution of the XCIM. In order stud
it we have modifiedSHADOW to allow rays to travel inside
the crystal a given distanceL. Let us callLe the mean pen-
etration length, corresponding to the primary extincti
length for perfect crystals. It is measured in the direction
the incident ray. A perfect monochromatic collimated bea
will penetrate inside the crystal, loosing intensity as far
diffracted photons will come in. The probability of a photo
to be reflected~i.e., diffracted! after having traveled a length
L inside the crystal is

p~L!5
e~L/Le!

*0
`e~x/Le!dx

. ~25!

We calculate the penetrationL for each ray by Monte Carlo
sampling the probability distribution given by Eq.~25!. The

TABLE IV. Resolution values for different values ofu, R, and source size.
The magnification, in all cases, is aroundM523.5.

System
Source

diameter~mm!
Tangential

~mm!
Sagittal
~mm!

u520° R58 cm 20 4.8 16.2
p52.74 cma51.86 cm 40 9.9 32.2

u520° R515 cm 20 4.8 17.0
p55.13 cma53.5 cm 40 9.1 33.1

u520° R525 cm 20 5.3 15.9
p58.55 cma55.85 cm 40 10.0 34.1

u520° R5100 cm 20 5.2 11.8
p534.2 cma523.2 cm 40 10.1 32.8

u540° R525 cm 20 12.9 15.8
p516.1 cma515.5 cm 40 25.2 31.3
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FIG. 6. Effect of the penetration
length in the crystal. Top: Image of a
grid of 120mm periodicity and 14mm
wire thickness using the basic configu
ration. The penetration length is 50
mm ~left! and 100mm ~right!. Bottom:
Image of a grid of 2mm periodicity
and 1mm wire thickness using the ba
sic configuration. The penetration
length is 25 mm ~left! and 5 mm
~right!. We observe that resolutions o
about 10 mm can be obtained with
penetration depths of a few hundred
of mm and submicron resolution is
possible with penetration depth of
few mm.
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reflected ray direction is calculated by using the specu
reflection laws considering the normal to the crystal at
intercept point.

We have performed several runs for the basic configu
tion with different values ofLe . Results show thatLe less
than 100mm does not alter significantly the quality of th
image@see Fig. 6~a!#. This result suggested the question
whether it could be possible to obtain submicron resolut
using a XCIM. To demonstrate this hypothesis, using
basic configuration with a point source, we have image
grid with 2 mm period and 1mm wire thickness. The mag
nified image of such a grid@Fig. 6~b!#, is computed usingLe

values of 5 and 25mm ~the order of the primary extinction
length for perfect crystals like Si or Ge!. From these images
it is evident that the 1mm features of the grid are perfectl
resolved. Note that the penetration depth creates an asym
try in the wire profile: it deforms one edge more than t
opposite one.

V. APPLICATIONS

A. Preliminary experimental results

Preliminary test measurements demonstrate experim
tally some characteristics of the proposed XCIM mention
above. The x-ray source was a plasma created by the i
action of 10 ns XeCl excimer laser pulses with energy ab
1.5 J with a solid target.11 By selecting the right target ma
r
e

-

f
n
e
a

e-

n-
d
er-
t

terial and choosing the appropriate laser intensity one
vary the spectrum of the emitted x rays. We used a Ni1Cr
target to obtain radiation in the neighborhood
l512.65 Å. The size of the plasma spot emitting x ray w
about 20–40mm. The ~002! reflection of a spherically
curved (R58 cm) mica crystal (2D;19.9 Å) of dimensions
10330 mm2 was used. Figure 7 shows a monochromatic i
age of a double grid obtained with a Bragg angle
u539.4° (l512.65 Å). A very sharp image with high reso
lution ~about 3 mm! for the whole field of view (1.2
32 mm2) was obtained. Moreover, from the image of
single wire~14 mm thick!, it can also be appreciated that th
spatial resolution is slightly different for the horizontal~tan-
gential plane, the size of the imaged wire is 15mm! and
vertical ~sagittal plane, with a size of 18mm! directions.
Results of ray tracing simulations for this configuration ga
resolution values~obtained from the image histograms,
explained before! of 3.6 and 17.5mm for the tangential and
sagittal directions, respectively, using a 20mm source. If a
40 mm source is used instead, the corresponding calcula
values are 6.3 and 40mm.

In order to test the ability to image three-dimension
~3D! objects ~i.e., objects with a finite thickness! like a
plasma, a structured object, or a biological sample,
placed two separated grids~with a wire thickness of 10mm
and period of 50mm! mounted at a distance of 2.5 mm, an
rotated 45° with respect to the other. The image~Fig. 8!
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FIG. 7. Monochromatic image~from
Ref. 11! of a double grid~thin grid:
wire thickness 14mm, period 120mm;
thick grid: wire thickness 60mm,
period 760 mm! at l512.65 Å
(u539.4°) with magnificationM55
(p55.08 cm, a53.58 cm,
d57.53 cm), and densitogram of a
part of the image. A XeCl laser with a
pulse energy of 1.3 J and duration o
10 ns was used to create a plasma on
Ni1Cr target. A mica crystal with a
radius of curvatureR58 cm was used
in first order of reflection.
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obtained withu;45° (l;14.1 Å) clearly resolves simulta
neously both grids with a spatial resolution of about 3 to
mm at the whole field of view. In order to illustrate th
important feature, an image of a mosquito~real example of a
3D nonhomogeneous object! was obtained under the sam
experimental conditions, shown in Fig. 9. We should emp
size that the source size is never smaller than 20mm, thus
demonstrating the ability of the XCIM to resolve featur
with dimensions smaller than the source size, and wit
quality of the image better than the projection microsco
with the same magnification, as predicted by ray trac
simulations.

B. X-ray sources for the XCIM

The microscope proposed here has immediate app
tions when used with a small and divergent x-ray sour
These characteristics are presented by x-ray tubes and
generated plasmas. The important parameter is the so
size, which may be too large in conventional x-ray tub
X-ray tubes with microfocused electrons are commercia
available. The x-ray source size~electron beam focus in th
target! can be set down to around 1mm diameter.

Laser generated plasmas andx pinches are good cand
dates for being used as bright x-ray sources. Laser pla
produce pulsed radiation at wavelengths down to aroun
nm using a commercially available laser, which can be av
able in small and medium size laboratories. They could a
generate much shorter radiation if tera-watt laser pulses
-

a
y
g

a-
.

ser
rce
.

y

a
1
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o
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employed.15 The typical sizes of laser-generated plasmas
of the order of tens of microns. Our test experiments w
done with x rays with wavelengths of 12–15 Å produced
laser-generated plasmas.

The excellent properties of the synchrotron radiation
lowed building the best performing x-ray microscopes ava
able at present. Therefore it would be desirable to use
XCIM in a synchrotron radiation beamline. However, sy
chrotron radiation is, by nature, very collimated and with
small cross section, therefore not suitable directly for
proposed microscope. It is necessary to use additional op
to prepare the x-ray beam into a point divergent virtu
source for the microscope. Synchrotron radiation conden
for undulator beamlines in low emittance storage rings
thoroughly examined by Niemann.16 Fresnel zone plates
~FZP! can be used to strongly demagnify the synchrotr
source, thus creating a secondary almost point source w
larger divergence, and then place the crystal microscope.
present technology allows manufacturing FZP for extre
uv, soft x rays17 and even for hard x rays applications.18 For
creating a divergent beam, a FZP with a short focal dista
~e.g., 10 cm!, and a larger diameter~larger than 200mm! is
required. These values produce beams with divergencies
ficient to illuminate an object of tens of microns placed se
eral cm downstream from the virtual size. Other ways
prepare a quasi-point divergent source using cylindrical
elliptical Kirkpatrick–Baez systems~with mirrors, multilay-
ers, or crystals! may also be used. With synchrotron radi
e
d
i-
ct
FIG. 8. Monochromatic image~from
Ref. 11! of two small grids with a wire
thickness of 10mm and period of
65 mm at the wavelength 14.1 Å
with magnification M about
4 (p55.66 cm, a54.36 cm,
d54.54 cm) and densitograms of th
image. The grids were separate
2.5 mm along the source–crystal d
rection and rotated by 45° one respe
to the other.
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tion, this previous optics allows one,per se, to produce an
image of the object without the need of an XCIM. Thus t
use of an XCIM is only interesting if other additional be
efits are considered, like an improvement of the quality
the image, or further monochromatization of the beam.

C. Techniques and applications

The possible applications of the XCIM are those of t
imaging x-ray microscopes: biology, chemistry, metallurg
etc. An extended description is out of the scope of this
ticle.

The energy range of applicability of the XCIM is that o
the sources and crystals available. In addition to the cry
perfection, it is also very important to curve it to the corre
spherical shape without important distortions.

The microscope presented here can be used for app
tions that require x-ray imaging microscopy from energ
below 1 keV up to several tens of keV. Synthetic perfe
crystals like Ge and Si can be used for energies larger th
to 4 keV. Less perfect natural crystals, like mica and qua
are used successfully down to energies of 0.6 and 1.5 k
respectively. The optical setup of the XCIM could, in pri
ciple, work for soft x rays using mirrors with multilayer coa
ing instead of crystals. The energy range of the water w
dow ~2.3–4.3 nm! may be accessible using adequa
multilayers or mirror coating. The larger penetration of t
beam inside the mirrors should be considered, andad hocray
tracing simulations could be needed.

The XCIM can be tuned to work in different wave
lengths by selecting the appropriated Bragg angle and
monic. By adjusting the XCIM parameters it is possible
use unique crystals for several configurations~magnification,
wavelength, etc.!. The XCIM can be used for microspectro
scopic studies@micro-extended x-ray absorption fine stru

FIG. 9. Monochromatic image~from Ref. 11! of a mosquito, obtained unde
the same experimental conditions as Fig. 8.
f
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ture ~EXAFS! and x-ray absorption near-edge structu
~XANES!#. If a white or pink x-ray source is available, it i
possible to scanu in such a way that it produces an ener
scan of about 100 eV~XANES! of 1000 eV~EXAFS! while
the object and detector are unchanged. If the energy sca
selected around the absorption edge of one element pre
in the sample, then it is possible to discriminate from t
object zones of a different chemical environment or el
tronic structure~information provided by XANES! or local
structure around the absorber element~EXAFS and
XANES!. From Eq.~7! there is a different magnification o
the image for different scanning angles. This deformat
may be neglected in some cases or could be corrected in
data analysis process.

X-ray imaging microscopes, including the XCIM, can b
used for microtomographic reconstruction of thre
dimensional objects.19 Here, a series of images must be r
corded while the object is rotated. A computer reconstruct
will create 3D maps from the individual images.

The XCIM would also allow for phase contrast dete
tion, depending on the coherence quality of the x-ray be
nature of the object sample, and distances between elem
It has been shown20 that the diffraction by a crystal in reflec
tion mode with atomic planes parallel to the crystal surfa
~symmetric Bragg reflection, like the one used for t
XCIM ! does not alter the coherence of the beam. Finally,
XCIM can also be used for imaging applications with t
purpose to obtain demagnified~instead of enlarged! images
of objects.

In summary, we proposed to use a single spherica
curved crystal to produce magnified images of 3D obje
using a point-like x-ray source. The main characteristics
this microscope are large field of view, high resolution, sp
tral tunability, and simple and compact design. The para
eters governing such a new schema, as well as the pe
mances and limitations, have been thoroughly analyzed
the text using simple analytical formulas and ray-traci
simulations. Preliminary experiments confirmed the pred
tions.
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APPENDIX: MAGNIFICATION OF THE SOURCE IN
THE TANGENTIAL AND SAGITTAL PLANES

One may explain the improved resolution of the XCIM
when compared to the projection microscope, by conside
some geometrical facts of the image formation. The inten
distribution of the image can be estimated as a convolu
of the ideal magnified image with a function that takes in
account the source dimension.
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The image distribution is given by the convolution of th
ideally magnified image@(M3F), M is the magnification,F
is the object distribution function# with the broadening func-
tion @(M src3S) with S the source distribution function an
M src a magnification for the source as seen from the imag#.
Therefore the image distribution isG5(M src3S) ^ (M
3F), where^ denotes the convolution integral.

In the simplest case of the projection microscope,
image is just the projection of the object, illuminated by
quasi-point source, onto the detector plane. Here, the ma
fication of an object placed at a distance (d22d1) from the
source in an image plane atd2 is ~see Fig. 10, top!

M p5d2 /~d22d1!. ~A1!

The source imaged on the detector plane by a point belo
ing to the object~like a pin-hole camera! is magnified by a
factor of

M src
p 5d1 /~d22d1!5M p21. ~A2!

Using a projection microscope with the same magnificat
as our XCIM in the basic configuration~i.e., M p5M
523.76), one findsM src

p 522.76.
Now we will calculate the source magnification in th

case of the XCIM in the tangential and sagittal directio
For that we consider the diameterSi of the image at the
detector plane formed by a source of diameterS0 when a
‘‘pin-hole’’ camera is placed at the object position. From F
10 ~bottom! we obtain the values of the source magnificati
M src5Si /S0 in the tangential and sagittal planes:

M src
tan5

D

S0
tanb, ~A3!

FIG. 10. Top: schematic view of the source magnification of the projec
microscope. Bottom: Schematic view of the source magnification of
XCIM in the tangential and sagittal planes. Note that these drawings
refer to the magnification of the source. The object and its image are
represented. Note also that planes labeled ‘‘tangential focus’’ and ‘‘sag
focus’’ refer here to the focal positions of a ‘‘virtual’’ point source sitting
the ‘‘object plane.’’
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M src
sag5

Q82Q2D

S0
tang, ~A4!

with

tanb5Sc /Q8;tang5Sc /Q8;Sc /S05P /~p2P!, ~A5!

whereSc is the diameter of the source imaged at the crys
position. Therefore,

M src
tan5

P

p2P

D

Q
, ~A6!

M src
sag5

P

p2P
@12~Q1D !/Q8#. ~A7!

Comparing these parameters with the ones of the XCIM
haveP5a andQ1D5q1d. By using Eqs.~3! and~4! we
find, for our basic configuration, thatQ59.60 cm andQ8
524.165 cm. ThenD534.25 cm andM src

tan57.66, M src
sag

524.75. This explains our results:

~1! The XCIM produces images with better spatial reso
tion in the tangential plane than a projection microsco
This is due to the smaller source magnification in t
tangential plane.

~2! The worst spatial resolution of the XCIM in the sagitt
direction with respect to the tangential one is due to
fact thatMs

sag.Ms
tan.
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